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Canadian artist Robert Waters in a Tokyo exhibition about masculinity 
 
The Container is delighted to announce an exhibition with the Canadian artist (resides in Spain), 
Robert Waters, entitled Change Room. The installation, transforming the container into a changing 
room, includes works in collage, silkscreen, drawings and sculpture. 
 
A fully bilingual catalogue (full color, 102 pages), exploring in writings and images Waters' pieces for 
the exhibition is available at The Container and on Amazon. 
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A bilingual catalogue (Eng/Jap), in full-color, featuring images by the artist and writings, available at 

http://www.createspace.com/4967628 
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Transformation and evolution are repeated conceptual notions in the works of Canadian artist Robert 
Waters, who currently lives in Spain. From his early collages and sculptural constructions of mid 90s, 
influenced by American Modernism, to religion inspired pieces from his Mexico City residence years, 
and to his current works – a layering of ideas, images, and associations, force a subjective 
reconsideration of themes and perception; a juxtaposition of visuals and concepts beget an 
intellectual reconstruction that relies heavily on associative erudition. 
 
In the last decade, one of the central themes in Waters’ work has been the human body, or more 
specifically, its limitations. His work often recalls physical and psychological instinctive impulses we 
attempt to suppress, such as lust, violence, the vulnerability of masculinity, and gender, all whilst 
examining the body as “a machine,” an instrument that evolves side-by-side its emotional, social, 
and intellectual properties. This relation between the evolutions of the physical and the cerebral 
generates tension and forms a discourse on philosophical and social constructs. Does gender, for 
example, define one’s interest in sports, or does social conditioning? 
 
Physical activity is indeed a principal theme in Change Room, Waters’ installation at The Container. 
Using the Greek gymnasium as a historic reference for physical and mental advancement, Waters 
investigates the disconnection between the physical / biological limitations of the body and the 
psychological and intellectual properties of humans, in particular the male body and ideas of 
masculinity – its aesthetics, its function, and its social standing. 
 
In Resistance (water weights) (2014), for example, the artist’s sweat is cast and frozen into moulds 
of dumbbells and fixed with a bar cast in bone-colour resin. The sculpture will be placed in the 
exhibition space to melt and eventually evaporate, highlighting Waters’ interest in the repetitive cycle 
of nature and life and the ephemerality of existence. 
The sweat Waters produces for the sculptural representation is generated through his Purification 
Ritual (2014), which directly relates to Sweat Sweating (Solidification) – Autopoiesis Study I, a 
conceptual experiment that looks at physical activity and is performed in private. The additional 



experiments, Sweat Sweating (Condensation) – Autopoiesis Study II and Sweat Sweating 
(Evaporation) – Autopoiesis Study III, while designed as “scientific experiments,” have no scientific 
conclusions to reach or discoveries to ascertain. The experiments are conceptual interventions that 
explore duration, and despite the scientific and objective disguise they take, remain subjective and 
personal: one’s private ritual, a physical and mental meditation of sorts. However, the sequential 
nature of the experiments does reinforce the “cycle of life,” where body and soul recycle into each 
other. 
 
Waters’ personal assessments of the human body extend also to his series of studies AMG Shower 
Tile Study (2014) and AMG Shower Grid (2014), both making use of strict grid patterns to confine the 
models’ bodies and limit them, meticulously measuring and offering ideal proportions (very much like 
the Greeks.) The choice of images Waters selected for his studies is in particular interesting for the 
controversial disposition of the images and their historical context, politicizing the depictions even 
further. 
 
The male models’ images borrowed from the Athletic Models Guild, a foundation headed by 
American Bob Mizer in mid 20th century to challenge laws that allowed the distribution of the female 
body in various stages of undress, but prohibited the use of male models. The choice of images 
makes a reference to LGBT rights and recent changes in social perception of homosexuality in the 
west, adding a new dimension to the works, beyond their conceptual and aesthetic properties. 
Going full circle with the Greek gymnasium references, in Past Prediction (2014) Waters makes use 
again of the shower images taken from the AMG, to superimpose them with Greek and Roman 
sculptural depictions of athletes, blurring the distinction between the erotic and the classical and 
challenging the viewers with personal associative cognition. In Plane of Immanence (2014), the 
images disappear and the grid of the tiles remains, decontextualizing the pattern and turning it to 
mere shapes and forms, an exercise in composition. Nonetheless, when viewing these pieces along 
with the other works from the series, they appear as stencils, templates for measurement, a 
technology to impose dimensions. 
 
Also in this exhibition are three silkscreen prints entitled Jungle Gym (Red Alert, Orange Alert, and 
Yellow Alert) (2014), based on photographs taken by the artist of men exercising in outdoors settings 
on jungle gym metal constructions in Mexico City. The prints are surprising in their delicate and 
sensitive execution and extort a sense of immediacy and danger, or in Waters’ words “the possibility 
of violence.” Like with his AMG tile grids, Waters quantifies and assesses the male body through a 
system of lines to limit and evaluate the extent of the body. This obsession with measurement and 
structure also recalls the 60s conceptual constructions of Sol Lewitt (1928-2007) and helps to 
polarize further the distinction between the physical and intellectual (complex manmade structures 
vis-à-vis basic physical activity, men dangling and swinging on bars, akin perhaps to monkeys.) 
 
An additional sculptural piece in the exhibition is a polyester handkerchief resting on a bunch of 
bananas, Natural Selection (2014), making use of promotional imagery of Lex Barker in his role in 
Tarazan of the Apes, referring again to the physical similarities between apes and humans, but also 
emphasizing how far we have gotten culturally and intellectually, leaving our physical evolution well 
behind our cerebral evolution. 
 
The ephemeral nature of the pieces in some of Waters’ pieces in the show (such as the decay of the 
bananas, or the melting of the ice) is a repeated theme in his works and hints of the mortality of our 
bodies. These works, similarly to other previous series such as his Man at Computer (2004 -) and 
Clean Up Your Act! (2005-2010), not only explore ephemerality, but cleverly reinterpret materials and 
rely on common associations one has with them. Waters’ efforts cunningly defy the intention of such 
materials and dress them with layer upon layer of associative impressions that invent new meanings 
and new connotations. 
 
Waters’ works also syndicate the aesthetic with the conceptual. He delightfully flips between theory 
and craftsmanship to create compositions of high aesthetic value and sensitive attention to detail. 
His collages, such as his prints, installations, or sculptures, always challenge the viewers visually, 
with delicate attentiveness to form and structure. It is this high polish of his works that captures the 
imagination of viewers and draws them closer to investigate the rich conceptual connections. 
 
Change Room at The Container, like many other shows at the space is a site-specific installation, 
transforming the container into a gym’s changing room, but the wit of the exhibition extends well 
beyond a word play. This exhibition is about change – personal, social, and evolutional; it is about 
how we change as humans, physically and intellectually. 
 
-Ends- 


